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Introduction 

•  Time Series Data Mining 
T = [(p1,t1), (p2,t2), (p3,t3) … (pi, ti), … (pn, tn)] 
t1 < t2 <  …. < ti < … < tn  where,  pi is a data point in d-dimensional space and each ti is a time stamp at 
which pi occurs 
•   Two key aspects of achieving effective and efficient Time-Series data mining process: 

•  Representation Methods – e.g Discrete Fourier Transform, Single Value Decomposition, etc 
•  Similarity Measures – e.g Euclidean Distance, Dynamic Time Warping, Longest Common Subsequence  
 

For a detailed comparison study please refer: H. Ding et. al, Querying and Mining of Time Series Data: Experimental 
Comparison of Representations and Distance Measures. VLDB ‘08, 

 



Similarity Measures – Euclidean Distance 

•  Linear and easy to compute 
•  Parameter-free 
•  But, very sensitive to noise, misalignments in time (out-of-phase time series such as 

“spoken speech recognition” 
•  Solution: Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) 

•  Berndt & Clifford: Using dynamic time warping to find patterns in time series. KDD Workshop, 1994 
•   Also, Parameter-free 
•  Amortized cost is linear 
•  Suitable for long query sequences 
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Dynamic Time Warping 

•  Allows time-series to be compressed and 
stretched. Hence, the name “time warping” 

•  Basic Observations: 
•  Monotonicity – (i, j) indexes either stay the same 

or increase, but never decrease 

•  Continuity  - Path always advances 1 step, and 
doesn’t include jumps 

•  Boundary condition – each sequence has a start 
and end 

•  Adjustment/Warping Window or “Reach” – A good 
path never wanders too much from the diagonal 

•  Slope Constraint – Should not be too steep or too 
shallow 

•  These observations lead us to optimizations 
as well 

γ(i,j)  = d(qi,cj) + min{ γ(i-1,j-1) , γ(i-1,j ) , γ(i,j-1) } 



Assumptions #1 
•  Both the dataset and query subsequence must  be normalized.  

Assumption 1 

• Time Series Subsequences must be Normalized 
– In order to make meaningful comparisons between two 

time series, both must be normalized 
 
 
 
 

 
– The problem has a 50/150 train/test split and a DTW one-

nearest-neighbor classifier achieves an error rate of 0.087 
– For the unnormalized data, error rates are 0.326 and 0.193, 

respectively, significantly worse than the normalized case 
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Other assumptions 

2.  DTW is best measure possible,  
•  and that’s the one we should optimize 

3.  Arbitrary Query lengths cannot be indexed 
•  Due to High growth of time series data, and Indexes roughly occupy close 1/10 

the size of data hence posing “Space Constraints” 
•  Indexes need to build for each supported query lengths 

4. Waiting time is not much of a concern 



Known optimizations 
1.  Omit the the square root calculation 

•  Even then both ED and DTW will be monotonic, making calculations faster 

2.  Use multi-cores – Parallelization 
 
3.  Lower Bounding 

•  Prune-off unpromising candidate subsequences 

Lower Bounding  

• A classic trick to speed up is to use a lower 
bound to prune off unpromising candidates  
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LB_Kim: Using First & Last Pair of 
points in Candidate and Query 
subsequence as lower bound. O(1) 

LB_Keogh: Using Euclidean distance 
between Candidate sequence and 
closer of {U,L} as lower bound . O(n) 



Known Optimizations (contd.) 
4.  Early Abandoning of ED and LB_keogh 

•  During computation of Similarity measure if current sum of squared differences 
between each pair of data points is greater than “best-so-far”  then we 
abandon! 

 

Early Abandoning of 𝐸𝐷 and 𝐿𝐵   

• During the computation of the 𝐸𝐷 or 𝐿𝐵  
lower bound, if the current sum of the 
squared differences exceeds the best-so-far, 
then we can stop the calculation  
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Known Optimizations (contd.) 

5.  Early Abandoning of DTW 
•  Do calculation of DTW along with LB computation 

•  Stop and Abandon if exceeds “best-so-far” 

Early Abandoning of DTW  

• If we must calculate the full DTW  
• Incrementally compute the DTW from left to right, 

(from 1 to K), sum the partial DTW accumulation 
with the 𝐿𝐵  accumulation from K+1 to n.   

• Stop and abandon if exceed the best-so-far 
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Novel Optimizations 
1.  Early Abandoning Z-Normalization 

•  Optimize the normalization step 
•  Incrementally compute Z-normalization and also compute Euclidean Distance by 

maintaining 2 running sums of long candidate time series which have a lag of 
exactly ‘m’ values 

 

The original definition of LB_Kim also uses the distances between 
the maximum values from both time series and the minimum 
values between both time series in the lower bound, making it 
O(n). However, for normalized time series these two extra values 
tend to be tiny and it does not pay to compute them, and ignoring 
them allows the bound to be O(1), a fact we will exploit below. 
The LB_Keogh bound is well-documented elsewhere, for brevity we 
ask the unfamiliar reader to refer to [11][20][6] for a review. 

4.1.3 Early Abandoning of ED and LB_Keogh 
During the computation of the Euclidean distance or the LB_Keogh 
lower bound, if we note that the current sum of the squared 
differences between each pair of corresponding datapoints 
exceeds the best-so-far, then we can stop the calculation, secure in 
the knowledge that the exact distance or lower bound, had we 
calculated it, would have exceeded the best-so-far, as in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5: An illustration of ED early abandoning. We have a best-so-
far value of b. After incrementally summing the first nine (of thirty-
two) individual contributions to the ED we have exceeded b, thus it is 
pointless to continue the calculation [20] 

4.1.4 Early Abandoning of DTW 
If we have computed a full LB_Keogh lower bound, but we find that 
we must calculate the full DTW, there is still one trick left up our 
sleeves. We can incrementally compute the DTW from left to 
right, and as we incrementally calculate from 1 to K, we can sum 
the partial DTW accumulation with the LB_Keogh contribution 
from K+1 to n. Figure 6 illustrates this idea.  

 
Figure 6: left) At the top we see a completed LB_Keogh calculation, and 
below it we are about to begin a full DTW calculation. right) We can 
imagine the orange/dashed line moving from left to right. If we sum 
the LB_Keogh contribution from the right of dashed line (top) and the 
partial (incrementally calculated) DTW contribution from the left side 
of the dashed line (bottom), this is will be a lower bound to DTW(Q,C) 

This sum of DTW(Q1:K,C1:K) + LB_Keogh(QK+1:n,CK+1:n) is a lower 
bound to the true DTW distance (i.e., DTW(Q1:n,C1:n)). Moreover, 
with careful implementation the overhead costs are negligible. If 
at any time this lower bound exceeds the best-so-far distance we 
can admissibly stop the calculation and prune this C.  

4.1.5 Exploiting Multicores 
It is important to note that while we can get essentially linear 
speedup using multicores, the software improvements we will 
present in the next section completely dwarf the improvements 
gained by multicores. As a concrete example, a recent paper shows 
that a search of a time series of length 421,322 under DTW takes 
“3 hours and 2 minutes on a single core. The (8-core version) was 
able to complete the computation in 23 minutes”   [34]. However, 
using our ideas, we can search a dataset of this size in just under 
one second on a single core. Nevertheless, as it is simple to port to 
the now ubiquitous multicores, we consider them below.   

4.2 Novel Optimizations: The UCR Suite   
We are finally in a position to introduce our four original 
optimizations of search under ED and/or DTW. 

4.2.1 Early Abandoning Z-Normalization  
To the best of our knowledge, no one has ever considered 
optimizing the normalization step. This is surprising, since it takes 
slightly longer than computing the Euclidean distance itself. 
Our insight here is that we can interleave the early abandoning 
calculations of Euclidean distance (or LB_Keogh) with the online Z-
normalization. In other words, as we are incrementally computing 
the Z-normalization, we can also incrementally compute the 
Euclidean distance (or LB_Keogh) of the same datapoint. Thus, if 
we can early abandon, we are pruning not just distance calculation 
steps as in Section 4.1.3, but also normalization steps. 
Recall that the mean and standard deviation of a sample can be 
computed from the sums of the values and their squares. 
Therefore, it takes only one scan through the sample to compute 
the mean and standard deviation, using the equations below. 
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In similarity search, every subsequence needs to be normalized 
before it is compared to the query (c.f. Section 1.2.1). The mean 
of the subsequence can be obtained by keeping two running sums 
of the long time series which have a lag of exactly m values. The 
sum of squares of the subsequence can be similarly computed. 
The formulas are given below for clarity. 
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The high-level outline of the algorithm is presented in Table 1. 
Table 1: Subsequence search with online Z-normalization 

Algorithm   Similarity Search 
Procedure  [nn] = SimilaritySearch (T,Q) 
1 best-so-far ← ∞, count←  0 
2 Q ←  z-normalize(Q) 
3 while !next(T)  
4  i←  mod(count,m) 
5  X[i] ←next(T) 
6  ex←  ex+X[i],   ex2←  ex2+X[i]2  
7  if count ≥ m-1 
8   µ← ex/m,   σ←  sqrt(ex2/m - µ 2) 
9   j←  0, dist←  0 
10   while  j < m  and  dist < best-so-far 

11    dist←  dist + (Q[j]-(X[mod(i+1+j,m)]-µ)/σ)2 
12    j←  j+1 
13   if  dist < best-so-far 
14    best-so-far ←dist,   nn← count 
15   ex←  ex-X[mod(i+1,m)] 
16   ex2←  ex2-X[mod(i+1,m)]2 
17  count  ← count+1 

Note the online normalization in line 11 of the algorithm, which 
allows the early abandoning of the distance computation in 
addition to the normalization. 
In the above algorithm, we use a circular buffer (X) to store the 
current subsequence being compared with the query Q.   
One potential problem of this method of maintaining the statistics is 
the accumulation of the floating-point error [13]. The effect of such 
error accumulation is more profound if all of the numbers are 
positive, as in our case with sum of squares. With the “mere” 
millions of datapoints the rest of the community has dealt with 
this effect is negligible, however when dealing with billions of 
datapoints it will affect the answer. Our simple solution is that 
once every one million subsequences, we force a complete Z-
normalization to “flush out” any accumulated error.   

CQ

We can early abandon at this point 

CQ

CU

L

Fully calculated LBKeogh

About to begin calculation of  DTW

Partial 
calculation of  
DTW

Partial truncation of  
LBKeogh

K = 0 K = 11



Novel Optimizations 
2.  Re-ordering early abandoning 

•  Universal optimal order is to sort based on absolute values of the Z-
normalized Q 

•  Intuition: Is that sections farthest from the mean, will have the largest 
contribution to the distance measure 

Reordering Early Abandoning (1/2) 

• In early abandoning method, is incrementally 
compute the distance/normalization from left 
to right the best ordering? 
– Different orderings produce different speedups  
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Novel Optimizations 
3.  Reversing the Query/Data Role in LB_keogh 

•  Build LB envelope around the candidate sequence as well, in “just-in-time” 
fashion only if other methods fail to prune off 

Reversing the Query/Data Role in 
𝐿𝐵  

• The 𝐿𝐵  lower bound builds the envelope 
around the query  
– Only needs to be done once, and thus saves the 

time and space 
• Built the envelope around candidate, too 
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Novel Optimization 

4.  Cascading Lower Bounds 
•  Use a bunch of LB methods (based on their tightness of lower bound and computation 

complexity) in a “cascade” i.e one after the other  

Cascading Lower Bounds (1/2) 

• One way to speed up is using lower bounds to prune 
off unpromising candidates 

• it is hard to state which is the best bound to use 
– there is a tradeoff between the tightness of the lower 

bound and how fast it is to compute 
• Implement all published lower bounds, as followed 
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Experimental Results 

•  Setup: 
•  Naive  

•  Each subsequence is Z-normalized from scratch. The full ED or the DTW is used at each 
step.  

•  State-of-the-art (SOTA)  
•  Each sequence is Z-normalized from scratch, early abandoning is used, and the 𝐿𝐵_𝐾𝑒𝑜𝑔h 

lower bound is used for DTW  

•  UCR 
•  Use all of the speedup techniques in this paper  



Baseline tests on Random Walk 

•  Random walks model financial data very well and are often used to 
test similarity search schemes  

•  Easily reproducible 

•  Using a bunch of high quality random number generator (that has a 
period longer than the longest dataset in consideration).  



•  Using short queries |Q| =  128 
 

Baseline Tests on Random Walk (2/3) 

• In Table 2 we show the length of time it takes 
to search increasingly large datasets with 
queries of length 128.  

• The numbers are averaged over 1000, 100 and 
10 queries, respectively  
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•  Using long queries |Q| = 4096 

 

Approximately 2/3 of the papers in the literature do (some 
minor variant of) this.    

x State-of-the-art (SOTA): Each sequence is Z-normalized 
from scratch, early abandoning is used, and the LB_Keogh 
lower bound is used for DTW. Approximately 1/3 of the 
papers in the literature do (some minor variant of) this. 

x UCR Suite: We use all of our applicable speedup techniques.  
DTW uses R = 5% unless otherwise noted. For experiments where 
Naive or SOTA takes more than 24 hours to finish, we terminate 
the experiments and present the interpolated values, shown in 
gray. Where appropriate we also compare to an oracle algorithm: 
x GOd’s   ALgorithm (GOAL) is an algorithm that only 

maintains the mean and standard deviation using the online 
O(1) incremental calculations.    

It is easy to see that, short of an algorithm that precomputes and 
stores a massive amount of data (quadratic in m), GOAL is a 
lower bound on the fastest possible algorithm for either ED or 
DTW subsequence search with unconstrained and unknown 
length queries. The acronym reminds us that we would like to be 
as close to this goal value as possible.  
It is critical to note that our implementations of Naive, SOTA and 
GOAL are incredibly efficient and tightly optimized, and they are 
not  “crippled”  in  any way. For example, had we wanted to claim 
spurious speedup, we could implement SOTA recursively rather 
than iteratively, and that would make SOTA at least an order of 
magnitude slower. In particular, the code for Naive, SOTA and 
GOAL is exactly the same code as the UCR suite, except the 
relevant speedup techniques have been commented out.  
While very detailed spreadsheets of all of our results are archived 
in perpetuity at [43], we present subsets of our results below. We 
consider wall clock time on a 2 Intel Xeon Quad-Core E5620 
2.40GHz with 12GB 1333MHz DDR3 ECC Unbuffered RAM 
(using just one core unless otherwise explicitly stated).  

5.1 Baseline Tests on Random Walk 
We begin with experiments on random walk data. Random walks 
model financial data very well and are often used to test similarity 
search schemes. More importantly for us, they allow us to do 
reproducible experiments on massive datasets without the need to 
ship large hard drives to interested parties. We have simply 
archived the random number generator and the seeds used. We 
have made sure to use a very high-quality random number 
generator that has a period longer than the longest dataset we 
consider. In Table 2 we show the length of time it takes to search 
increasingly large datasets with queries of length 128. The 
numbers are averaged over 1000, 100 and 10 queries, respectively.  

Table 2: Time taken to search a random walk dataset with |Q| =128 
 Million (Seconds) Billion (Minutes) Trillion (Hours) 

UCR-ED 0.034 0.22 3.16 
SOTA-ED 0.243 2.40 39.80 
UCR-DTW 0.159 1.83 34.09 

SOTA-DTW 2.447 38.14 472.80 

These results show a significant difference between SOTA and 
UCR suite. However, this is for a very short query; what happens 
if we consider longer queries? As we show in Figure 10, the ratio 
of SOTA-DTW over UCR-DTW improves for longer queries.  
To reduce visual clutter we have only placed one Euclidean 
distance value on the figure, for queries of length 4,096. 
Remarkably, UCR-DTW is even faster than SOTA Euclidean 
distance. As we shall see in our EEG and DNA examples below, 
even though 4,096 is longer than any published query lengths in 
the literature, there is a need for even longer queries. 

 
Figure 10: The time taken to search random walks of length 20 
million with increasingly long queries, for three variants of DTW. In 
addition, we include just length 4,096 with SOTA-ED for reference  
It is also interesting to consider the results of the 128-length DTW 
queries as a ratio over GOAL. Recall that the cost for GOAL is 
independent of query length, and this experiment is just 23.57 
seconds. The ratios for Naive, SOTA and UCR suite are 5.27, 
2.74 and 1.41, respectively. This suggests that we are 
asymptomatically closing in on the fastest possible subsequence 
search algorithm for DTW. Another interesting ratio to consider is 
the time for UCR-DTW over UCR-ED, which is just 1.18. Thus, 
the time for DTW is not significantly different than that for ED, 
an idea which contradicts an assumption made by almost all 
papers on time series in the last decade (including papers by the 
current authors).    

5.2 Supporting Long Queries: EEG 
The previous section shows that we gain the greatest speedup for 
long queries, and here we show that such long queries are really 
needed. The first user of the UCR suite was Dr. Sydney Cash, 
who together with author B.W. wants to search massive archives 
of EEG data for examples of epileptic spikes, as shown Figure 11. 

 
Figure 11: Query Q shown with a match from the 0.3 trillion EEG dataset 
From a single patient S.C. gathered 0.3 trillion datapoints and 
asked us to search for a prototypical epileptic spike Q he created 
by averaging spikes from other patients. The query length was 
7,000 points (0.23 seconds). Table 3 shows the results. 

Table 3: Time to search 303,523,721,928 EEG datapoints, |Q| = 7000 
Note that only ED is considered here because DTW 

may produce false positives caused by eye blinks 
 UCR-ED SOTA-ED 

EEG 3.4 hours 494.3 hours 

This data took multiple sessions over seven days to collect, at a 
cost of approximately $34,000 [43], so the few hours of CPU time 
we required to search the data are dwarfed in comparison. 

5.3 Supporting Very Long Queries: DNA 
Most work on time series similarity search (and all work on time 
series indexing) has focused on relatively short queries, less than 
or equal to 1,024 data points in length. Here we show that we can 
efficiently support queries that are two orders of magnitude 
longer.  

Table 4: An algorithm to convert DNA to time series 

T1 = 0,        for i = 1 to |DNAstring| 
                                  if  DNAstringi = A,  then Ti+1 = Ti + 2  
                                  if  DNAstringi = G,  then Ti+1 = Ti + 1  
                                  if  DNAstringi = C,  then Ti+1 = Ti - 1  
                                  if  DNAstringi = T,  then Ti+1 = Ti - 2  
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For query lengths of 4,096 
(rightmost part of this graph) 
The times are:
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electrodes, with data sampled at 
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Real-world Data Examples 
•  EEG 

•  From a single patient gathered 0.3 trillion data points 

•  Query made up of prototypical epileptic spike (from averaging spikes from other patient)  
•  |Q| = 7000 

 

Approximately 2/3 of the papers in the literature do (some 
minor variant of) this.    
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lower bound is used for DTW. Approximately 1/3 of the 
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•  DNA Sequences 
–  Converted a section of Human Chromosome 2 in to time series 
–   |C | =~ 2 * 109  base-pairs in length 
–  |Q| = 72500 

Naïve SOTA UCR 
Time 
Taken 

38.7 days 34.6 days 14.6 hours 



Conclusion 

•  Paper, focuses on fast sequential search for DTW, is faster than all 
known methods  

•  After including all optimizations speed-up is 2 to 164 times faster than 
the state-of-the-art, depending on the query/data.  

•  Applicable to several real-time problems such Gesture recognitions, 
tasks which were prohibitive with DTW 



Adaptive Selectivity 
Estimation Using Query 
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Introduction 

•  Query optimizers in RDBMS use several measures to choose the right plan for query execution 
•  One of them is “Selectivity” 

Selectivity = cardinality / #records    * 100 

   cardinality – number of unique values that can   
                                            appear in column of table 

•  Example: Use of Indexes based on selectivity 
•  For Lower the selectivity do not use indexes 

•  Attribute Value Distribution: Refers to values that columns in data-tables can take 
•  Useful to know before hand when executing complex queries 



Selectivity 

•  Different estimation procedures: 
•  Non-parameteric:  dividing “attribute value distribution” into histogram like data-structures and using special ML 

algorithms to estimate selectivity measure 
•  High storage costs 

•  Parametric: Using statistical tech. to approx. actual distribution using some mathematical distributions function 
•  But assumes database value distribution conforms to those distributions thus must know a priori 

•  Curve-fitting: Using a polynomial function and then using Least-Squares-Sum estimate to approx. atttributte value 
distribution 

•  But, if degree of polynomial is high it leads to oscillation error and rounding off errors 

•  Sampling: Collect samples of tuples from relations in RDBMS to collect statistics 
•  Sampling must be re-done after enough updates to database 



Main Recipe 

•  Approximate “Attribute Value Distribution” using query feedback to better 
estimate “selectivity” 

•  By using feedback from each query we avoid over-head of statistics 
collection 

•  With each query run on the database, we regress the distribution 
•  Such that it adapts better to query localities and database updates 
•  Inspiration: Improved Data Knowledge Acquisition 

•  since the statistics gathering tasks are prohibitive due to large database sizes 



Strategy: Recursive and Weighted Least-
Square-Error 

•  Given a sequence of queries qo, q1, q2, … and distribution f as a sequence  fo, f1, f2, …. 
•  Where fi-1 is used to estimate the selectivity of query qi ,  
•  After qi is executed, fi-1 is further adjusted into fi using the feedback Ti that contains the actual selectivity si 

•  Estimated Selectivity: 



Applying Transformations 

Possible Drawbacks: Size of X and Y increases proportionally to the number of 
query feedbacks ‘m’. Hence needs to be re-computed every time 

Applying above transformation, dimension of both P and N are now independent 
of ‘m’  



Finally: Recursive LSE 
•  Another transformation: to get rid of expensive transformation  Pi

-1 

•  Using a concept of Gain Matrix 
 

•  Choosing appropriate values of Ao and Go, so that A* converges efficiently is 
important  

 



Weighted version 
•  Accommodating Update Adaptiveness: using Weighted LSE 

•  By associating different weights with the query feedbacks, such that outdated 
feedback are suppressed 

•  βi  - importance weight 
•  αi  - fading weight to estimation errors of all previous queries 



Experimental Result: Adaptation Dynamics 
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Online Data Mining for Co-
Evolving Time Sequences 
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Introduction 
•  Data in Many applications: are multiple sequences evolve over time 
•  Sequences are not independent and frequently have high correlation 

• Much useful information lost if each sequence is analyzed individually 
•  Example: 

•  Network traffic data from different network elements 

•  Patient data varying over time 

•  … 



• Goal: study the entire set of sequences  
• Challenges:  

•  Number of sequences can be very large 

•  Being Online: Results of analysis being available immediately  
•  Require: capability to repeat analysis over next element(or batch of 

elements)  

•  Analytical technique should have low incremental computational 
complexity 



MUSCLES (MUlti-SequenCe LEast Squares) 

•  A technique for analysis multiple time series: 
•  Can estimate delayed/ missed / corrupted values 
•  Can recognize the outlier  
•  Can extract the correlation of the sequence with other sequences 
•  It is online and fast, operating in time independent of number of 

samples(N) or number of past time-ticks 
•  It scale up well with the number of time sequences, k.  
•  It is capable of adapting quickly to the change of trends 



Applications 

•  Network Management: Time sequences of measurements ( Number of 
packets lost, sent, received for a collection of nodes)  
•  Find missing/ delayed values, find outliers as trouble or spam, forecast and 

alarm for troubles 

• Web and intranet management: Time sequence of number of hits per 
minute for each site  
•  Find correlation between access patterns 

•  Forecast future requests( prefetching and caching) 

•  Detect outlier as intruders  



•  Problem1: Delayed Sequence: 
•  Input:  k time sequences: s1,…, sk  is updated at every time-tick 

• One of them( s1) be consistently late 

• Make the best guess for  𝑠1[𝑡]  

MUSCLES (MUlti-SequenCe LEast Squares) 



𝑋=  █■𝑥1&𝑥2…&𝑥𝑛@█■102023 &█■112325 …&█■−9−24−25 @⋮&&  

All samples of one variable x1 

jth samples 
of each 
sequence 



Proposed Solution: Multi variant linear 
Regression  

•  Two source of information:  
•  The past samples of the given time sequence s1: s1[t-1], s1[t-2], … 

•  The past and present samples of the other time sequences: s2, s3, … , sv 

•  Estimate s1[t] as linear combination of other values in a window of size w 



Multi variant linear Regression: minimize 
least square error 

•  Find regression coefficients ai,j which minimize the sum (s1[t] -𝑠1[𝑡] )2  
for all t = w+1,…,N 

• Optimal regression coefficients are:  

•  y is desired values(s1[t]) 𝑋=  █■𝑥1&𝑥2…&𝑥𝑛@█■102023 &█■112325 …&█■−9−24−25 @⋮&&  

All samples  values of 
independent variable x1 

Observation 
of each 
sequence at 
time t 



Time Complexity and memory usage 
• Optimal regression coefficients are:  
•  X is 𝑁  ×𝑣 matrix where: 

•  v= number of independent variables = 𝑘×(𝑤+1)−1  
•  N = number of samples for each variable 

• Memory usage to store X : O(𝑁  ×𝑣)  
•  Computational cost: O(𝑣2  ×(𝑁+𝑣))  
•  Computation of                      needs quadratic  
    disk I/O operation  
•  N is not fixed and can grow indefinitely! 

𝑋=  █■𝑥1&𝑥2…&𝑥𝑛@█■102023 &█■112325 …&█■−9−24−25 @⋮&&  

All samples  values of 
independent variable x1 

Observation 
of each 
sequence at 
time t 



Solution: Matrix Inversion 
Lemma 

•  Let Xn denote the X with the first n=N samples  
•  Define Gn as ( 𝑋↓𝑛↑𝑇 × 𝑋↓𝑛 )↑−1  
•  x[n] is a row vector of the nth sample values 

• Gn can be calculated using Gn-1:  

                        𝑋=  █■𝑥1&𝑥2…&𝑥𝑛@█■102023 &█■112325 …&█■−9−24−25 @█■⋮𝑥1,  𝑁−1𝑥1,𝑁 &█■⋮𝑥2,  𝑁−1𝑥2,𝑁 &█■⋮𝑥𝑣,  𝑁−1𝑥𝑣,𝑁   

Xn-1 

x[n] 



Advantages of Matrix Inversion 
Lemma  

•  Inside of the inversion is just a scalar and, hence, no matrix inversion is 
required in the above equation 

• Gn(𝑣×𝑣  matrix) is much smaller than Xn (𝑁×𝑣 matrix) because 𝑁≫𝑣 

• We don’t need to keep the original matrix Xn explicitly.  

•  It is more likely that we can keep Gn in main memory: reduce I/O cost 

•  computational cost for updating regression coefficients a, is O(v2) for 
each new sample 



Comparision 

•  A dataset of 100 sequences with 10000 samples for each one, with      
                                            takes almost 84 hours to do estimation 

 

•  Larger dataset with 100 sequences with 100000 samples for each 
sequence, with new method takes only one hour to run.  



Adaptiveness 

•  There are some changes in the processes that cause multiple 
sequences to be correlated 

•  How to adapt the changes over time?  

•  The old coefficients are no longer correct: wrong estimation 



Exponentially Forgetting MUSCLES 

• Modify MUSCLES to forget older samples gracefully 
•  0<𝜆<1:  Forgetting factor: determines how fast the effect of older 

samples fades away 

•  try to find the optimal regression coefficient vector a to minimize: 



Other usage of MUSCLES 

•  Estimate Missing values: For each sequence, si, calculate 
coefficients of regression based on previous data: estimate missing 
value immediately 

•  Correlation Detection: A high absolute value for a regression 
coefficient means that the corresponding variable is highly correlated 
to the dependent variable 



Other usage of MUSCLES 
• On-line outlier detection: an outlier is a value that is very different 

from what we expected:  

•  if distance of sample value and estimated 
 value is larger than 2𝜎 it detects an outlier 

•  Corrupted data and back-casting: If a value is  

   Corrupted or suspected in our time sequences 

•  Treat it as “delayed”, and forecast it : 

•  Estimate past values of the time sequences as a function of the future 
values, and set up a multi-sequence regression model. 



Accuracy 
•  Compare absolute estimation error of MUSCLES with 2 successful 

prediction methods: yesterday  and single-sequence AR(auto-
regressive) analysis 



Accuracy-Cont. 

•  RMS: Root Mean Square error ( mean over time-ticks) 



Adapting to change 

• Generate 3 sequences:  



Adapting to change 

•  Non-forgetting MUSCLES: 𝜆=1 

•  Forgetting MUSCLES: 𝜆=0.99 



Scaling-up: Selective MUSCLES 

•  Too many time sequences: nodes in a network, producing information 
about their load every minute 

• MUSCLES suffer to analyze these data 

•  Selective MUSCLES: make the estimation of missing value by using 
small number of selected sequences. 

•  Do some preprocessing to find a promising subset of sequences 



Problem : Subset selection 
•  Input:  v independent variables x1, x2,… , xv and a  dependent variable 

y and N sample each,  

• Goal: find the best b( < v) independent variables to minimize the 
mean-square error for 𝑦    

•  Need a good measure of goodness to select a subset of b variables 
•  Use expected estimation error:  

 

•  S is selected subset of variable (  until now) 

•  𝑦𝑠 [𝑖]  is the estimation based on S for the ith sample 



Algorithm to select b variables 

The complexity of algorithm is 𝑂(𝑁×𝑣×𝑏2) 



Experiments: speed-accuracy trade off 
•  RMS error VS. Computational time ( b=1, … , 10) 

•  b=3-5 suffice for accurate estimation 

•  Selective MUSCLES some times have more accuracy than Full-Muscles 



Question?  


